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Zofunk Says Funk at Recession - Great Deals on iPhone Cases
Published on 10/29/09
Seattle-based Zofunk will be giving great discounts on all iPhone cases for iPhone and
3Gs. The Zoclear, Zoe and Zofunk GripSleeve will be on sale from today while stocks last.
The Zofunk Zoe is a two-piece hard iPhone case made with highly durable material. Exterior
of the case is coated with a thin layer of rubber, which provides a velvety texture. It is
a great deal for customers who are looking for a quality product at a reasonable price.
Seattle, WA - Zofunk, the stylish iPhone and iPod case manufacturer, will be giving great
discounts on all iPhone cases. It is a great deal for customers who are looking for a
quality product at a reasonable price. Zofunk iPhone cases for iPhone and 3Gs, Zoclear,
Zoe and Zofunk GripSleeve will be on sale from today while stocks last.
Zofunk Zoe is a two-piece hard iPhone case made with highly durable material. Exterior of
the case is coated with a thin layer of rubber, which provides a velvety texture. The
inside cushioned layer of the case, protects the iPhone even further. Enlarged cutouts
provide easy access to all controls of the iPhone 3G and 3Gs. A mirror screen protector is
provided with the case. Mirror screen protector reflects like a regular mirror when iPhone
is turned off. Zoe is available in red and black.
ZoClear is a clear case made with impact resistant polycarbonate. The hard durable
polycarbonate case protects the iPhone from scratches, drops and falls. A specially
designed built in screen protector protects iPhone screen from scratches and allows full
touch-thru access to iPhone screen. All controls to the iPhone are easily accessible. A
detachable stand allows placing the iPhone in either portrait or landscape orientations.
Zoclear iPhone cases are ideal to watch movies on Youtube.
Zofunk GripSleeve is a stylish iPhone case made out of high grade anti static, dust proof
silicone allowing access to all controls, protects the iPhone from scratches and fully
washable and durable. These iPhone cases are available in black, red, clear and white.
"We are committed to give our customers a concession, especially in these times" said a
company spokesman.
Zofunk iPhone cases are available through their online store and the discounts will be
applied at checkout on entering of the coupon code, which will be posted on the website.
Customers are strongly encouraged to be fans of their fan page on Facebook to receive free
deals and discounts for iPhone cases and accessories in the future.
Zofunk:
http://www.zofunk.com
Clear Cases:
http://www.zofunk.com/iphone_cases_zofunk.asp

Zofunk Products is based in Seattle, WA, USA and was founded in 2006. The company designs
and manufactures stylish cases for iPods, iPhones and accessories for Apple notebooks.
Copyright (C) 2006-2009 Zofunk. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and
iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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